
King County Mobility Coalition  
 DRAFT MEETING MINUTES  

Tuesday, November 16, 2021, 9:30 – 11:30 am  
Remote Zoom  

  
In Attendance:   
Members/Alternates: Don Okazaki (KCMC cochair), Belina Van (KCMC 
cochair), Adam Halpern, Amy Biggs, Andes Kong, Buffy Collier, Caitlin Wasley, Dorene 
Cornwell, Jennifer Covert, Jean Kim, Jon Morrison Winters, Julie Povick, Kari Ware, 
Mandy Wes, Mark Smutny, Michel Cross, Marianna Hanefeld, Phillip James, Susan 
Carter, Tammy Mason  
 

Partners: Julio Perez (Hopelink), Nadia Ali (Hopelink), Dean Sydnor (Hopelink), Sandy 
Phan (Hopelink), Salwa Raphael (Hopelink), Victor Londono-Quintero (Hopelink), Alex 
O’Reilly (Community Advocate), Alison Turner (City of Tukwila), Ann Kennedy, Ann 
Marie Jehle, Antoinette Smith (City of Kirkland), Betsy Maxwell (City of Kirkland), Brock 
Howell (Snotrac), Chris Andree (City of Tukwila), Eldon Luo (Snotrac), Griffin Cole 
(Volunteer Services of CCS), Gunner Scott (King County Metro), Kim Pearson (PSRC), 
Kyle Bywater (Seattle Parks and Recreation), Mark Ma, Michelle Ziedman, Mike Dee ( 
LFP Citizens Commission), Nancy Slote (SPL), Shanita Stewart-Burrell (Volunteer 
Services of CCS), Tara Wagner, Tim Hams, Tom Hewitt (SDOT), Wren Barulich      
 

Presenters: Stephanie Edwards (New ORCA), Chris McKnight (New ORCA), Sarah 
Ulrich ( Refugee Resettlement Office), Sara Sisco (Hopelink Mobility), Maria 
Jimenez-Zepeda (King County Metro) 

Staff: Bebhinn Gilbert, Bree Boyce, and Staci Sahoo  
 

Welcome, Introductions, & Brief Announcements  
 
The King County Mobility Coalition began after 15 minutes of networking at 9:30 AM 

with the reading of the group’s welcoming statement. As part of that statement, 

attendees are encouraged to bring any inclusivity, equity, and accessibility learning 

opportunities to the attention of the coalition. This includes formal requests for 

accommodations and informal information sharing. 

The first agenda item of the meeting was a surprise celebration for Alex O’Reilly, 

cochair emeritus of the Coalition and a long-time partner of the coordinated mobility 

work in the County. She has recently retired from her position at the City of Bellevue 

and the KCMC cochairs took this opportunity to celebrate her and her contributions to 

our work. Attendees and Coalition members shared their well-wishes for Alex.  

To continue the celebration, meeting attendees entered breakout rooms in small groups 

and shared their personal/professional successes from the last year. 

Consent Calendar   
The meeting moved into administrative business. Members approved the meeting 
minutes from the August session. They can be found linked here. 

https://irp.cdn-website.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/KCMC%20Meeting%20Minutes%208%2017%2021%20.pdf


 
Michel Cross from WSDOT was introduced as a new Non-Voting Member of the group, 
taking the place of Monica Ghosh. Michel is the new community liaison for the Mobility 
Management team.  
 
One Call One Click Update   
Staci Sahoo led the discussion on the One-Call/One-Click project, providing both an 
overview and update of the work. 
 
The tool will include five principal components: 1) Service discovery & trip planning, 2) 
Rider profiles, 3) Intake, eligibility determination, enrollment verification, 4) Trip request 
fulfillment, and 5) Payment. 
 
Staci then provided information on next steps and where the project is headed. Most 
immediately the project is partnering with WSDOT and regional transportation programs 
to support data collection and standardization. On the horizon for the project team is the 
technical design of rider profiles, development of an open trip planner, and eventual 
beta-testing of the trip planner. 

• Marianna H: [chat] We're excited to partner on the several projects around one call-
one click. This project and the GTFS-GTFS flex are gaining momentum at the state 
level. I'm encouraged by the progress of Mobility as a Service in the state in a short 
period of time.  

• Mandy: [chat] Is there a plan to make one-call one-click an app on smartphones?  
o Staci: The one click is mobile friendly, and the data is open source if anyone 

would like to make an app, but an app is not explicitly part of our plans at this 
time.  

  
New ORCA  
  
The next agenda item was a presentation from the New ORCA team regarding their 
marketing material and project timeline. Chris McKnight and Stephanie Edwards shared 
the brochure for review by attendees. These same materials were sent to KCMC 
partners before the meeting. 
 
Attendees were invited to give their feedback and discuss how the material could be 
improved to make sure that the changes are clear to customers. This portion of the 
meeting received quite a bit of chat dialog and so the notes here are shared in bullet 
point format. 
 

• Mike Dee: expiration on cards?  
o Chris not aware of any expiration on cards, some fare programs require 

annual renewal, so any expiration is likely related to that?  

• Don:  Asks regarding the start date of February 2022, is that still accurate? s 
o Chris: still finalizing launch dates  

• Dean: Will these materials be available in large type, a more accessible format for 
people with low vision?  



o Different format besides PDF to increase access, for large type the tri-fold 
brochure may be the best option to cut down on the small print.  

• Jennifer: with there be other marketing materials like videos?  
o Chris: yes there will be content on our website and also blog posts. More 

street teams and ambassadors will also be deployed.   

• Sara:  Will promotion and information be available in languages other than English?  
o Chris: English plus 6 languages  

• Amy Biggs: “it says if you need a card…” for folks in Snoqualmie Valley will they be 
able to purchase cards in a grocery store?  

o Chris: they should be able to still buy them there, when you go to the retail 
stores today you can either ask the person to put a dollar amount on your 
card or a monthly pass, in the future the grocery store will only be able to put 
the dollar amount on and it will be up to the customer to convert to the 
monthly pass  

• Don: Materials may be a bit jargon-thick (Amy adds that terms like e-purse value 
loads are confusing to seniors), pictures that explain the monthly pass process might 
help. Maybe a specific material for seniors for explaining the pass.  

• Dorene: Seems a bit cumbersome to seniors  
o Chris: hearing this feedback we are looking to expand our retail locations 

and building a gift card network so to speak. So the network is expanding and 
it comes with a different way to load the card?  

• Gunnar Scott: did you do testing with folks who are low income that do not have a 
smart phone? Font too small and might need to pick a direction and go with it. Is 
there any way we can standardize materials as many agencies are 
likely creating materials? The e-purse thing is still very confusing, expanding the 
retail locations is nice but not at the expense of ways to get people onto ORCA.  

o Chris: As the marketing group we take the accessibility and standardization of 
materials seriously. Working with Metro to simplify and standardize 
messaging. I do not know how to solve the way the project is going to work, 
but we are working with retails to do things like give out free cards, getting 
out materials to prepare for the change, etc. We understand that this is a big 
challenge.    

• Gunner: may be too focused on business awareness marketing as we treat this like 
a business product instead of designed for the social good? I work for Metro and I 
still do not understand the e-purse thing.   

o Chris: well received and noted, we should connect offline as well.  
 
Multiple items in the chat that were asked but not vocally answered. These are captured 
below. Bebhinn will reach out to the presenters to make sure these questions are 
answered, and then provide the information in an addendum to these notes. 

• Alex O [chat]: Is there going to be a “grace period” in case the word does not get out 
to some communities?  So a ramp up?  

• Alison Turner [chat]: I recommend making it more visual with relevant images and/or 
graphics  

• Sandy [chat]: I agree with Alison, perhaps highlight "what's changing" and "what's 
staying" in a visual approach  



• Andes Kong [chat]: Would this change only apply to adult ORCA card, including 
LIFT card? It won't affect RFFP-ORCA, am I right?  

• Alex O [chat]: I like reducing the words and making it more visual.  

• Julie P [chat]: Will they still be able to load funds at the transit centers?  

• Sara S [chat]: Having some unique marketing materials for each type of card would 
be great. Particularly for Seniors  

• Ann K [chat]: How will this affect business accounts?  We purchase card stock and 
load either E-purse or monthly pass as is appropriate for our clients.  Our host transit 
is Kitsap Transit.  

• Nancy S [chat]: Unless I missed it, I don’t see the customer service number  

• Jennifer C [chat]: multiple materials produced by different agencies that kind of say 
the same thing is confusing.  Collaboration and community input is key.  

• Dorene C [chat]: if people are going to have to call to get passe what are the plans 
to increase customer service capacity?  

• Alison T [chat]: That this is about a new ORCA card, doesn’t come across for me. 
Maybe call that out with a graphic and tagline announcement - that seems like the 
most important message  

• Alex O [chat]: Will the senior pass holders need to get a new card?  

• Mike D [chat]: Since my hand was not called on: Cash Riders over pay, having an 
ORCA Card creates a have and have not system, Fareless System is better, this 
information doesn’t say anything riders need to know about changes that will maybe 
affect them in a negative way, I have heard about a number of these.  

• Stephanie [chat]: Hi Mike, are there specific negatives you’ve heard that you can 
share?  

• Mike D [chat]: Yes, but they should share these, because they might of addressed 
some of them, like, can’t pay for more than one person with the same card, was one 
that comes to mind, and maybe can’t cancel a fare.  

• Stephanie [chat]: Right, thank you. Both of those situations are a result of moving 
from a card-based to account-based system.  The latter offers tremendous benefits, 
but there are a few trade-offs.  We need to inform and prepare customers about 
these areas.  

• Mike D [chat]: I think there was a presentation at the Seashore Transportation 
Forum meeting, many months ago, where a number of these were named and 
concerns were explained, maybe related to this change you mentioned. Thanks.  

• Stephanie [chat]: Regarding languages, translated materials will include the website 
and app, retail materials, email and social media, our advertising and PR efforts, 
content for our business account programs, and information for our vending 
machines.  The only place we can’t fully translate is the onboard and wayside 
validators, where the screen is small, and people pass by quickly.  Again, the 
languages are Chinese, Korean, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, and Vietnamese.  

  
Transportation Resources for Refugees and Immigrants   
 
The final presentation of the November KCMC meeting was focused on transportation 
resources available to newly arrived community members, particularly to refugee 
community members coming from Afghanistan. The presenters were Sarah Ulrich from 



the Refugee Resettlement Office, Sara Sisco from Hopelink and Maria Jimenez-Zepeda 
from King County Metro. Each presenter covered details specific to their programming 
which are in place to respond to the needs of refugee community members.  
 
Before the three presentations Staci Sahoo gives a brief introduction to the topic and 
the intersection of this coalition and the needs of diverse community members. In 2019 
the coalition produced a Transportation Needs Assessment focused on the unique 
needs of immigrants and refugee community members. This presentation today 
reiterates needs that were identified in that report and we hope to continue the work of 
increasing mobility options for all community members. 
 
Sarah Ulrich presented on the work of the Refugee Resettlement Office (RRO) and 
provided information on the current context of arriving Afghans. 
 
The RRO is one of the resettlement agencies in King County. Welcoming people from 
Afghanistan is not new for these agencies. Now the situation has seen many people 
who were involved in the multi-year SIV process have been brought here quickly with 
other vulnerable people, many are waiting at military facilities being processed.  
95,000 people have arrived in the US and 75,000 of whom are still on bases. 
Washington State has welcomed 855 so far since July 29th, usually the 
organizations resettle 150-200. Resettlement services include airport reception, cultural 
orientation, furnished apartment, and provision of food and clothing.  
 
Sarah highlights that transportation is part of the resettlement process, as a resource 
that connects new community members to all other aspects of their new homes. With 
the influx of arrivals and the need for more resources she closes out her presentation 
with ways that community and non-profits can support the work. She highlights the role 
of overlapping supportive resources, connections to services, and collaboration 
between service providers. She also mentions way to support RRO and other 
resettlement agencies being donations, welcome kits, gift cards are good, volunteering, 
holiday gift drive, look for ways to help when Afghanistan is no longer in the news.  
 
The entirety of Sarah’s presentation can be found linked here. 
 
Sara Sisco, the Program Manager of Education and Outreach with the Hopelink Mobility 
team then presented on Transportation Resources that are supportive to recently 
arrived community members. She highlighted travel trainings, education events that the 
Mobility team provides and that are available for community members and human 
service providers alike. 
 
The Public Transit Orientations are field trips that provide community members with a 
guided experience on public transit. Different from travel trainings offered by Metro, 
these events focus on building familiarity with public transit, and reducing fear.  
 
The Mobility team also has two real-time support resources. The Transportation 
Resources Line, available for community members to call and learn about options that 

https://irp.cdn-website.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/Afghan-Arrivals-KCMC.pdf


meet their needs, and the Vaccine Helpline available for anyone traveling in King 
County for their Covid-19 vaccine to call and schedule transportation to and from that 
appointment. 
 
The Non-Emergency Medicaid Transportation Brokerage for King and Snohomish 
counties is also housed in Hopelink. Sara highlighted that recently arrived refugees 
often qualify for Medicaid transportation and that NEMT provides 90 days of door-to-
door service to folks exempt from the otherwise required application and verification 
process.  
 
Finally, Sara highlighted the Community Transportation Navigators pilot project. This is 
a project which is a partnership between King County Metro, Hopelink Mobility, and the 
Notre Dame Lab for Economic Development. The program seeks to engage community 
members who are traditionally left out of outreach program in peer-based education 
resources to reduce barriers to transportation. The program is still being designed, but it 
may, in the next few months, pilot its design with a community center serving Afghan 
refugees.  
 
Sara closed her presentation with a reminder to KCMC attendees that education and 
outreach events and resources are available for the county and that the Mobility team is 
happy to partner on events. Anyone interested in learning more is encouraged to reach 
out to Sara, ssisco@hopelink.org  
 
The final presenter for this trio was Maria Jimenez-Zepeda from King County Metro and 
she reviewed programs her agency has in place to make information more accessible 
for diverse community members.  
 
Metro is producing a series of videos to help riders (and potential riders) understand 
how to ride the bus, including how and where to pay fares. These videos will be 
translated into several languages other than English. Maria mentioned the Subsidized 
Annual Pass, along with other fare reduction programs, which reduces fare on Metro 
and Sound Transit vehicles to $0 for 12 months and is available to folks enrolled in 5 
state-based programs. Many of the qualifying programs are those that a recently arrived 
individual or family would be eligible for, the list includes Refugee Cash Assistance. 
Currently the best way to get enrolled in this fare reduction is with DSHS. In addition to 
the video series mentioned previously, Metro is also producing videos which help 
explain how and where to get enrolled in the Subsidized Annual Pass. 
 
To close out, Maria mentioned that the reduced fare portal and the Which ORCA is 
Right resources are great places for a community member to start when getting 
connected to transit. 
 
The presentation then moved to questions from the attendees. Amy Biggs mentioned 
that it would be helpful to her program and others to clarify the instruction to community 
members, when they call, to provide the name of the language they would like to 
communicate in, so that staff can connect the proper interpreter as quickly as possible. 

mailto:ssisco@hopelink.org


Staci Sahoo asked Sara Ulrich how long the RRO provides supportive services to their 
clients. Sarah’s response was that the norm is 90 days of close service provision. 
However, the specifics differ from case to case and have been as long as five years.  
 
Quick Briefings  
 
The meeting then moved to brief agency updates from regional partners. 
 

WSDOT: Nothing to report  
 

PSRC: Public draft of the Special Needs Transportation Plan will be ready for review in 
January 2022 with the final draft looking to be adopted in May 2022. 
.  
King County Metro: there is an on the Access Paratransit Advisory Committee, 
applications are still being accepted. 
Mobility Management Updates: Bree Boyce (Hopelink Mobility) and Mark Smutny 

(Sound Generations) updated attendees on an Eastside Easy Rider Collaborative and 

Sound Generations collaborative project.  

The EERC has a taskforce which recently reconvened to aid in the application process 

for a Design Challenge Grant. As part of the application process the group held 13 

interviews with 22 individuals to learn about their experience with transportation and 

getting around the Eastside. The interviews highlighted common barriers and 

experiences. 

The interviews led to a successful application and Sound Generations was recently 

awarded the grant from the National Center for Mobility Management. The early parts of 

this project include a two-day session where end-users helped identify the problem in 

greater detail. Mark mentioned that next steps include further planning and fact-finding.  

  
Next Steps  
 
Before the close of the meeting Bebhinn polled attendees for their opinion on meeting 
logistics for the next year. Most attendees responded that given a choice they were 
likely to attend the next KCMC virtually. 
 

Next meeting: Tuesday, February 15, 2021 at 9:30 – 11:30 am, Zoom  
  
  

  
Agendas, minutes, and handouts from past Coalition meetings are available online on the KCMobility 

Resources page.  

  
  
  
 

https://resources.kcmobility.org/
https://resources.kcmobility.org/

